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Abstract

Background: Prior longitudinal investigations of trajectories of sensory features in Autism 

Spectrum Development (ASD) have not explored heterogeneity.  The present study explores

initial levels and trajectories of sensory features in ASD as well as, for comparison, typical 

development.

Method: Growth mixture modelling was used to explore classes of autistic and typically-

developing participants based on caregiver-reported total sensory behaviours on the Short 

Sensory Profile (SSP) at two time points, when children were aged 2-5 and 4-10 years of age,

respectively.

Results: Three classes are described: a mixed class of autistic and typically-developing 

participants with few problematic sensory behaviours (“Stable Mild”), a mostly-autistic class 

with more problematic sensory features (“Stable Intense”), and a small class of autistic 

participants whose sensory features reportedly worsened (“Increasingly Intense”).  Autistic 

participants in the Stable Intense class exhibited high anxiety, while autistic participants in 

the Increasingly Intense class appeared to obtain high scores on cognitive assessments.

Conclusions: The heterogeneity of sensory features and challenges found in the present 

study may suggest that practitioners should conduct individualized assessments of sensory 

features in ASD.  Furthermore, practitioners should be aware of links between sensory 

features and anxiety in ASD, which may imply that sensory accommodations and supports 

could protect against anxiety.  Finally, the worsening of sensory features over time in the 

Increasingly Intense subgroup may indicate a need for continued monitoring of changes in 

sensory features, perhaps especially as sensory environments change during periods of 

transition. 
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Introduction

The longitudinal development of sensory processing remains under-studied in Autism

Spectrum Development (ASD).1  Although evidence of atypical sensory behaviour in ASD has

been observed from infancy (e.g., Baranek, 1999; Damiano-Goodwin et al., 2018; Kolesnik et

al., 2019) through to adulthood (Billstedt, Gillberg, & Gillberg, 2007; Crane, Goddard, & 

Pring, 2009), we know relatively little about how these sensory features may change over 

time.  These gaps are unfortunate, given the critical importance of atypical sensory 

experiences to many autistic people.  In a recent qualitative study of the female experience 

of autism, almost half of the autistic participants volunteered the information that their 

sensory experiences were the single most debilitating aspects of their lives (Milner, 

McIntosh, Colvert, & Happé, 2019; but cf. Mottron, 2019).

Developmental Trajectories

It is possible that the manner in which some autistic individuals process or respond to

sensory stimuli may change over time.  Moreover, another factor that might contribute to 

developmental changes in sensory processing in ASD could be the surrounding sensory 

environment (see, e.g., Krieger et al., 2018, 2020; Mostafa, 2008).  The sensory inputs to 

which children are exposed on a day-to-day basis can change as children transition from one

environment to another.  For example, many young autistic children may transition from 

environments such as preschool programs or autism early intervention programs, some of 

which might be delivered at home, to larger mainstream elementary schools.  Such 

transitions could expose children to additional sensory inputs and highlight previously 

unnoticed challenges.

Some cross-sectional studies have been conducted regarding sensory processing in 

autism.  For example, Kern and colleagues (2006) found a general decrease in severity of 

sensory features in autism with age from early childhood to adulthood.  Furthermore, a 

meta-analysis indicates that children’s sensory features are most pronounced in ASD 
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relative to Typical Development (TD) between 6 and 9 years of age (Ben-Sasson et al., 2009;

Ben-Sasson, Gal, Fluss, Katz-Zetler, & Cermak, 2019).

However, the well-known difficulties associated with cross-sectional designs in 

studies of developmental change in TD arguably become even more problematic in studies 

of ASD.  Recent autism prevalence data reveal enormous variability in time of diagnosis; in 

Canada, of those children who would have a diagnosis of autism by the age of 17, only 19% 

are diagnosed by age 3, 47% by age 5, and 72% by age 10 (Ofner et al. 2018).  Age of 

diagnosis is known to be systematically related to other variables, including the magnitude 

of autistic features and the presence of co-occurring conditions (Daniels & Mandell, 2014).  

Thus, cross-sectional studies in ASD could easily confound age with other variables.

Fortunately, recent years have seen the emergence of longitudinal studies exploring 

scores on sensory measures in ASD (Baranek et al., 2019; Green, Ben-Sasson, Soto, & 

Carter, 2012; McCormick, Hepburn, Young, & Rogers, 2016; Repetto, Jasmin, Fombonne, 

Gisel, & Couture, 2017; Wolff et al., 2019).  Baranek et al. found that levels of 

hyporesponsiveness and sensory interests/repetitive behaviours declined over a two-year 

period in a sample of autistic children, who ranged from 2 – 12 years of age at the first time-

point.  On the other hand, Wolff et al. found that total sensory features, hyporesponsiveness,

and visual modality features increased between 12 and 24 months in infants later diagnosed

with autism, while levels of sensory seeking decreased.  In the study by McCormick and 

colleagues, involving three time points at approximately ages 2-3, 4-5, and 8-9 years, 

sensory features in ASD were stable over time.  Sensory features were also stable in the 

studies by Green et al., which was conducted in toddlers 18-33 months old at Time 1 with 

Time 2 following after one year, and by Repetto et al., who studied children aged 

approximately 3-4 years at Time 1 and 5-6 at Time 2.  Meanwhile, in TD, McCormick and 

colleagues found declines in total unusual or problematic sensory behaviours, under-

responsiveness and sensation seeking, and visual and auditory sensory sensitivities.2  Wolff 

et al. found decreases in total sensory features, hyporesponsiveness, sensory seeking, and 
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visual modality features in typically-developing infants, as well as high-risk infants not 

diagnosed with ASD, between the ages of approximately 12 to 24 months.

However, these studies do not address the variability of sensory processing in ASD.  

Sensory processing in ASD is extremely heterogeneous (Uljarević et al., 2017), perhaps 

more so than in TD (see, e.g., Little, Dean, Tomchek, & Dunn, 2017).  A number of studies 

conducted at single time-points (see review by DeBoth & Reynolds, 2017) have defined 

subgroups of autistic individuals in terms of their sensory features, but these studies cannot 

provide information about heterogeneity in changes in autistic sensory processing over time.

One promising approach to defining sensory subtypes over longer periods of time 

involves the use of mixture models.  Mixture models estimate classes, representing 

subcategories of participants, with the effective aim of replicating as closely as possible the 

pattern of the data.  Classes are defined by means and variances, such that each class is 

essentially a normal distribution.  The mixture of these normally-distributed classes should 

approximate the observed data (Nylund, 2007).  The fact that mixture models estimate 

distributions of classes allows one to obtain indices of the degree to which different models 

fit their data, which can be used to allow the researcher to select an “optimal” number of 

classes (Berlin, Williams, & Parra 2014).  This is problematic; the problem of determining an 

“optimal” number of classes or clusters is arguably ill-posed (Fushing & McAssey, 2010), at 

least when subgroups are overlapping.  Notably, if subgroups do not overlap, then the 

subgroup structure should be visually obvious without use of formal mixture modelling or 

clustering, suggesting this may be a rare situation in practice.  However, fit indices can still 

be used to reduce the researcher degrees of freedom involved in selecting a solution.

There are different ways that mixture modelling can be applied to longitudinal data.  

One is latent profile transition analysis (LPTA; see, e.g., Ausderau and colleagues,2014, 

2016), but this does not consider the continuous rate of change in sensory features.  In 

contrast, the growth mixture model (GMM) uses starting points (intercepts) and rates of 

change (slopes) in levels of a variable to estimate classes (Ram & Grimm, 2009).  Thus, use 

of a GMM could explicitly provide information about how subgroups within the 
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heterogeneous autistic population differ not only in their initial level of sensory behaviours, 

but also in how trajectories of sensory processing change over time.

Relationship Between Sensory Processing and Other Variables

Prior studies indicate that sensory processing in ASD is linked to anxiety and other 

affective symptoms (e.g., Ben-Sasson et al., 2008; Uljarević, Lane, Kelly, & Leekam, 2016).  

Early sensory reactivity has been found to predict later anxiety (Green et al., 2012), 

suggesting that aversive sensory experiences can exacerbate anxiety in ASD.  Furthermore, 

questionnaire reports of atypical sensory processing in ASD have often been found to be 

related to lower adaptive functioning scores (e.g., Ausderau et al., 2016; Baker, Lane, 

Angley, & Young, 2008; Kojovic, Ben Hadid, Franchini, & Schaer, 2019; Tomchek, Little, & 

Dunn, 2015; K. Williams et al., 2018), which might be seen to further highlight the adverse 

impacts that atypical sensory processing can have on the daily lives of many autistic 

individuals.  Indeed, atypical sensory processing is related to, or an aspect of, quality of life 

in ASD (Lin & Huang, 2019; McConachie et al., 2019).  It is also possible that atypical 

sensory processing in ASD might negatively impact acquisition of developmental skills (see, 

e.g., Baranek et al., 2018; Damiano-Goodwin et al., 2018).  This could contribute to these 

adaptive function effects and might also result in lower measured cognitive abilities.  

However, as prior research suggests higher parent-estimated developmental skills may be 

associated with more sensory sensitivities in ASD (Ausderau et al., 2016; cf. Ben-Sasson et 

al., 2019), higher cognitive ability might enhance autistic individuals’ abilities to convey 

certain sensory experiences to caregivers.

Present Study

The aim of the present study is to describe longitudinal trajectories of atypical 

sensory behaviours as indexed by the caregiver-report Short Sensory Profile (SSP) in a 

sample of young children from the Autism Phenome Project (APP) at the UC Davis Health 

MIND Institute using a GMM approach.  In line with Little et al. (2017), both autistic and 

typically-developing participants are included in the present analysis.  The theoretical 

rationale for including typically-developing participants is to recognize the reality that there 
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is heterogeneity present both within ASD and within TD and to contextualize sensory 

processing within both neurotypes by providing information about their degree of overlap.  

Furthermore, our goal in defining subgroups here is not to assert that there is a truly 

categorical structure to the longitudinal development of sensory processing in autism (as 

opposed to a dimensional structure), nor to suggest that any classes generated in this study 

should be used to classify individuals in community and clinical settings.  Instead, we aim to 

use categorization to illuminate and describe some of the heterogeneity that exists in the 

longitudinal development of sensory processing within ASD as well as TD.

Although analyses based on mixture models should be considered exploratory, some 

tentative predictions can be drawn from prior longitudinal studies.  First, in line with those 

studies that have examined sensory processing in ASD longitudinally within age ranges most

closely comparable to the present study (i.e., McCormick et al., 2016; Repetto et al., 2017), 

it is hypothesized that the predominant trend in ASD will be stability of sensory features, 

represented by the existence of a large class of autistic participants with no overall change 

in levels of sensory behaviours over time.

Second, and similarly, in line with results obtained by McCormick et al. (2016) and 

given the relative lack of heterogeneity often found in TD relative to ASD, the present study 

hypothesizes that most typically-developing participants will be found within a single class 

characterized by initially mild sensory behaviours as well as a further decrease in “atypical” 

or problematic sensory behaviours over time.

Thirdly, given the well-established heterogeneity of sensory processing in ASD, it is 

hypothesized that there will be at least one additional class, largely comprised of autistic 

participants, differing from the aforementioned ASD-dominated class in the initial level and 

trajectory of their sensory behaviours. 

Finally, we also explored whether classes differed in the variables of anxiety, 

adaptive functioning, and cognitive ability.

Methods

Participants
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The Autism Phenome Project (APP) is a longitudinal investigation of a large sample of 

autistic and typically-developing children being conducted at the UC Davis Health MIND 

Institute; the overarching goal of the APP is to define subtypes of ASD.  The study was 

approved by the UC Davis Institutional Review Board and informed consent was obtained 

from the parent/guardian of each participant.  All autistic participants met criteria for a 

pervasive developmental disorder (based on DSM-IV and Collaborative Programs of 

Excellence in Autism Network criteria) and passed cut-off scores on the ADOS-G (Lord et al., 

2000) and, for either Social or Communication subscales, on the ADI-R (Lord, Rutter, & Le 

Couteur, 1994).  Further details regarding the APP and participant recruitment can be found 

in previous publications (e.g., Libero et al., 2016; Nordahl et al., 2011).  As part of the APP, 

caregiver-reports of sensory behaviours on the SSP were collected at two time points an 

average of 2.78 years apart (range 1.15 – 5.31 years). In total, complete SSP forms were 

available at either time point from 179 autistic (149 male) and 93 typically-developing 

participants (62 male).  Completed forms were available for 160 autistic (131 male) and 85 

typically-developing (56 male) participants at the first time point, when participants were 2 –

5 years of age.  At the second time point,3 when participants were 4 – 10 years of age, 

completed forms were available for 87 autistic (68 male) and 55 typically-developing (36 

male) participants.  Data were available at both time points from 115 participants (68 

autistic, 47 typically-developing).  Further information regarding participants is given in 

Table 1.

[INSERT TABLE 1 ABOUT HERE]

Measures

Sensory Behaviours.

The Short Sensory Profile (SSP; McIntosh, Miller, & Shyu, 1999), a 38-item caregiver-

report questionnaire which has been used in a number of studies to investigate and 

characterize autistic sensory processing (e.g., Hand, Dennis, & Lane, 2017; Tomchek et al., 

2015; Uljarević et al., 2016), was used to investigate sensory behaviours at both time points.

The measure was completed at home by the child’s primary caregiver.  Higher raw scores 
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reflect relatively typical sensory behaviours, whereas lower raw scores are indicative of 

more atypical sensory behaviours.  In addition to the original seven SSP subscales 

developed based on a typically-developing sample (McIntosh et al., 1999), two studies have 

explored SSP factors in samples of autistic children (Tomchek, Huebner, & Dunn, 2014; Z. J. 

Williams, Failla, Gotham, Woynaroski, & Cascio, 2018).  The nine factors included in the most

recent solution, developed by Z. J. Williams et al., are described as Low Energy/Weak, Taste/

Smell Sensitivity, Hyperactivity/Inattention, Tactile Sensitivity, Movement Sensitivity, 

Auditory Distractibility, Hyporesponsiveness to Speech, Visual Sensitivity, and Noise 

Distress.  Note that although the Z. J. Williams et al. solution does not include all items in its 

factors, the total SSP raw scores presented in this paper are based on all items.  Missing 

data were excluded.

Cognitive Ability.

The Mullen Scales of Early Learning (MSEL; Mullen, 1995), a standardized measure of 

cognitive and motor functioning for children under the age of 68 months, was employed to 

assess cognitive ability at Time 1.  Four MSEL subscales were administered: Visual Reception

(VR), Fine Motor (FM), Expressive Language (EL), and Receptive Language (RL).  A ratio 

developmental quotient (DQ) was calculated (as mental age/chronological age *100) for full-

scale performance.

At Time 2, the Differential Ability Scales, Second Edition (DAS-II; Elliott, 2007) were 

used to assess cognitive ability.  This measure, designed for children aged 2 – 17 years, 

offers different combinations of subtests for children of different age groups, which were 

combined to yield a standardized General Conceptual Ability (GCA) score.  Although the 

DAS-II and the MSEL exhibit good convergent validity, as shown by strong correlations 

between performance on the two measures, DAS-II GCA scores are typically higher than 

MSEL IQ scores in both ASD and TD (Farmer, Golden, & Thurm, 2018).

Adaptive Behaviour.

The parent-report form of the Vineland Adaptive Behavior Scales, Second Edition 

(VABS-II; Sparrow, Cichetti, & Balla, 2005), a rating scale designed for the assessment of 
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adaptive functioning in developmental disability populations, was completed at home by the

child’s primary caregiver at both time points.  This form was administered as a 

questionnaire, not an interview.  A standardized composite adaptive behaviour score was 

calculated.

Anxiety.

Finally, the Childhood Behaviour Checklist (CBCL; Achenbach & Rescorla, 2000) was 

also completed at home by the child’s primary caregiver at both time points.  This caregiver-

report questionnaire aims to assess problematic internalizing and externalizing behaviours.  

At Time 1, all forms collected were of the preschool-age version, while at Time 2, the school-

age form was collected from 27 participants and the preschool-age version from 120 

participants.  The CBCL’s DSM-oriented anxiety problems subscale was of particular interest 

in the present study, given previous reports of relationships between autistic sensory 

processing and anxiety.  This subscale yields both a raw score and a normed T-score; the 

latter was used in the study.

Latent Growth Models (LGMs)

As a preliminary to the GMM analysis, Mplus version 8.2 (Muthén & Muthén, 

1998/2017) was used to estimate latent growth models (LGMs) based on total raw SSP 

scores from both autistic and typically-developing participants at Times 1 and 2.  Models 

were fitted separately in the ASD and TD groups, as there were not a sufficient number of 

parameters to estimate a single model with two groups using the Mplus “grouping” option.  

Furthermore, to minimize the number of estimated parameters, the covariance of intercept 

and slope was fixed to zero.  Linear growth was assumed.  (Fit indices for linear and no-

growth models are presented in supplementary results.)

Furthermore, an LGM with data from both groups combined together was fitted for 

the sole purpose of obtaining residual variance estimates.  These estimates were 

subsequently used to fix residual variances in the GMMs, to reduce the need for estimation.

Growth Mixture Model (GMM)
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Mplus version 8.2 (Muthén & Muthén, 1998/2017) was also used to estimate GMMs 

using total raw SSP scores from both autistic and typically-developing participants at Time 1 

and Time 2.  Due to the existence of only two time points, and the relatively small number of

parameters available for model estimation, models were defined in such a way as to 

minimize the number of parameters.  In all models, means of intercepts and slopes were 

estimated and allowed to vary freely between classes, variances of intercepts and slopes 

were estimated and held to be equal across classes, and residual variances were fixed to the

values obtained in the LGM across both diagnostic groups.  Models were run with 

covariances of intercepts and slopes fixed to zero in all classes and also with covariances of 

intercepts and slopes estimated and held equal across classes.  Models with one to five 

classes were estimated.

To select the optimal model, the authors drew on a variety of tests and indices: 

entropy, log-likelihood, Akaike’s Information Criterion (AIC), the Bayesian Information 

Criterion (BIC), Sample Size-Adjusted BIC (SABIC), the Lo-Mendell-Rubin (LMR) test, and the 

Bootstrap Likelihood Ratio Test (BLRT).  Models that failed to converge normally, or which 

converged with significantly negative variance or covariance parameters, were discarded.

Results

Reliability

Cronbach’s alpha for the SSP total score was .88 in ASD and .89 in TD at Time 1 

and .87 in ASD and .90 in TD at Time 2.

Latent Growth Models (LGMs)

Slopes and intercepts from the separate LGMs estimating initial levels of and changes

in SSP raw scores over time separately in each diagnostic group are presented in Table 2.  

As there were not enough available parameters for a chi-square test of model fit, it was not 

possible to compare these models to no-growth models.  For the same reason, it was not 

possible to fit a single model containing both diagnostic groups.  However, not only did 

typically-developing participants appear to show fewer atypical sensory behaviours than 

autistic participants, but the model suggested their sensory behaviour scores increased (i.e.,
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became “more typical”) over time.  In the ASD group, participants’ sensory behaviours 

appeared atypical at Time 1 and declined further by Time 2.

[INSERT TABLE 2 ABOUT HERE]

Selection of Growth Mixture Model (GMM)

Models with one to four classes, when variances of slope and intercepts were 

constrained to be equal across all classes, successfully converged.  The five-class model was

discarded due to a negative variance.  Visual inspection of fit indices (Figure 1) for the 

remaining models appeared to favour a three-class solution.  This conclusion was not 

necessarily supported by the results of the LMR tests.  Of those models with estimated 

rather than fixed covariances, the two-class solution was significantly superior to the one-

class solution, p = .003, but the three-class solution was not significantly superior to the 

two-class solution, p = .10.  However, BLRT tests (which simulations suggest may be a high-

performing fit index for GMMs; see Nylund, Asparouhov, & Muthén, 2007) indicated that the 

three-class solution was preferable to the two-class solution, p < .0001, but that a four-class 

solution offered no further improvement, p = .43.  Thus, we selected three as the optimal 

number of classes.  We chose the model for which the covariance of the intercept and slope 

was estimated, as estimation entails a closer fit of the model to the data.

[INSERT FIGURE 1 ABOUT HERE]

Description of Classes

In the optimal three-class model, the first class was characterized by a pattern of 

stable, high total raw scores on the SSP (Table 3, Figure 2).  This reflects a pattern of more 

typical or less intense sensory behaviours, and the class is accordingly described as a 

“Stable Mild” class in this paper.  The second class, meanwhile, was estimated to have lower

scores (i.e., scores reflecting more atypical or intense sensory behaviours) which were also 

approximately stable over time.  This class is described as the “Stable Intense” class.  

Finally, sensory processing in the third and smallest class was initially relatively typical, as 

reflected in high total SSP scores, but these scores decreased sharply by Time 2.  Thus, this 

class is termed the “Increasingly Intense” class.
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[INSERT TABLE 3 AND FIGURE 2 ABOUT HERE]

Almost all typically-developing participants were classified in the first, “Stable Mild” 

class, along with a number of autistic participants.  The majority of the autistic participants 

were classified in the second, “Stable Intense” class, while a small number of autistic 

participants were classified into the third, “Increasingly Intense” class (Table 4).

[INSERT TABLE 4 ABOUT HERE]

These counts are based on the likelihood of class membership at the individual-

participant level, but the model also offers estimated overall counts of participants in each 

latent class.  These counts for the Stable Mild, Stable Intense, and Increasingly Intense 

groups were 140.87, 112.98, and 18.15, respectively.

To further characterize these classes, scores on each of the SSP factors defined by Z. 

J. Williams et al. (2018) are presented by class and diagnostic group from only participants 

with data at both Time 1 and Time 2 (Table 5) along with the results of Wilcoxon signed-rank

paired tests comparing scores at each time-point within each class and group.  In addition, 

statistical comparisons across classes at Time 1 (Supplementary Table 3) and Time 2 

(Supplementary Table 4) are presented in Supplementary Materials.

[INSERT TABLE 5 ABOUT HERE]

Comparison of Classes in ASD

Chronological Age.

In the ASD group, chronological age showed a non-normal distribution, particularly at 

Time 2.  Kruskal-Wallis tests were therefore run to determine whether autistic participants in

different classes differed in chronological age at either time point.  No effects were found at 

Time 1, χ2(2) = 2.31, p = .31, or Time 2, χ2(2) = 0.92, p = .63.  Furthermore, classes did not 

differ in interval between time-points, χ2(2) = 0.58, p = .75.

Cognitive Ability.

MSEL DQ and DAS GCA were also distributed non-normally in ASD, so Kruskal-Wallis 

tests were used to explore whether classes differed in cognitive ability.  At Time 1, there was

a very strong but non-significant trend towards an effect of class, χ2(2) = 5.83, p = .05 
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(Figure 3A).  Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests indicated that cognitive ability was greater in the 

Increasingly Intense class than in the Stable Mild class, W = 65.0, Holm-Bonferroni corrected

p = .04, r = –.31, and in the Increasingly Intense class than in the Stable Intense class, W = 

152.0, Holm-Bonferroni corrected p = .04, r = –.21.  Classes did not differ in cognitive ability 

at Time 2, χ2(2) = 2.60, p = .27 (Figure 3B).

[INSERT FIGURE 3 ABOUT HERE]

Adaptive Behaviour.

In ASD at Time 1, VABS-II composite scores strongly trended towards being non-

normally distributed, so Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to probe differences between 

classes.  Scores significantly differed between classes, χ2(2) = 6.81, p = .03 (Figure 4A).  A 

follow-up Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney test found a trend, non-significant after correction for 

multiple comparisons, towards adaptive functioning being greater in the Stable Mild class 

than the Stable Intense class, W = 3237.0, Holm-Bonferroni corrected p = .09, r = .17.  

VABS-II composite scores did not differ between classes at Time 2, χ2(2) = 1.10, p = .58 

(Figure 4B).

[INSERT FIGURE 4 ABOUT HERE]

Anxiety.

CBCL DSM-oriented anxiety T-scores were distributed non-normally in ASD, so 

Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to explore whether classes differed in anxiety levels.  At Time

1, there was a significant effect of class on anxiety, χ2(2) = 30.13, p < .0001 (Figure 5A).  

Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests indicated that anxiety was greater in the Stable Intense class 

than in the Stable Mild class, W = 321.0, Holm-Bonferroni corrected p < .0001, r = –.47.  At 

Time 2, there was also a significant effect of class on anxiety, χ2(2) = 7.71, p = .02 (Figure 

5B).  Again, Wilcoxon-Mann-Whitney tests indicated that anxiety was greater in the Stable 

Intense class than in the Stable Mild class, W = 455.5, Holm-Bonferroni corrected p = .02, r 

= –.30.

[INSERT FIGURE 5 ABOUT HERE]

Discussion
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The present study found substantial heterogeneity in sensory behaviours, as indexed 

by SSP scores, in ASD and TD.  A total of three classes were defined, varying in the initial 

level and slope of caregiver-reported sensory behaviours.  Furthermore, these classes 

differed in other variables, suggesting that the classes do not represent random variability 

or measurement error but that they have real-world importance.  While we do not intend to 

make a strong suggestion that these three classes exist as discrete categorical entities, they

appear to illuminate and describe some of the meaningful inter-individual variability in 

sensory processing that exists in ASD and TD.

The results of the present study were broadly consistent with our hypotheses.  As 

predicted, in the optimal model, the majority of the autistic participants were placed within a

single class, the “Stable Intense” class.  As the name suggests, this class was characterized 

by stability of SSP raw scores over time; the slope value estimated for the class was small 

and nonsignificant.  However, these stable sensory features were highly 

atypical/problematic.

The second hypothesis, regarding typically-developing participants, was also largely 

sustained.  As expected, the majority of typically-developing participants were found within 

a single class with fewer problematic or unusual sensory behaviours, the “Stable Mild” class;

indeed, only two typically-developing participants were placed elsewhere.  Unexpectedly, 

contrary to results from McCormick et al. (2016), total sensory behaviour scores in this class 

did not show any sign of further increasing between Time 1 and Time 2.  However, this lack 

of a positive slope can be attributed to the presence of a large number of autistic 

participants in the Stable Mild class.  The LGM fitted to the typically-developing participants 

suggested that SSP scores did modestly increase between the two time-points, reflecting a 

decrease in sensory behaviours indexed as “atypical” by the SSP in TD.  The seemingly-

paradoxical idea that sensory features in typically-developing individuals can become more 

“typical” over time may suggest a need for caution in interpreting SSP results across 

different age groups in the absence of age-specific norms.
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The third hypothesis was also consistent with the obtained pattern of classes.  The 

third hypothesis suggested that there would be at least one additional class, primarily made 

up of autistic participants, with a different intercept and slope from the autistic-dominated 

Stable Intense class.  In the optimal model, the properties of the “Increasingly Intense” class

appeared to be consistent with these predictions.  Although only six participants were 

ultimately placed within this class on the basis of likelihood of class membership, all were 

autistic.  While their initial levels of sensory behaviours appeared relatively mild and 

“typical,” a sharp decline in SSP scores prior to Time 2 suggested a dramatic increase in the 

problematic or unusual sensory behaviours.  Thus, both the initial level and trajectory of 

sensory behaviour in the Increasingly Intense class starkly differed from the Stable Intense 

class.

Increasingly Intense Class

Although only six participants were assigned to the Increasingly Intense class based 

on individual likelihood, it is worth noting that the overall model estimates ~18 participants 

should be included in the class.  The Increasingly Intense class is defined chiefly by its 

extreme slope, not its intercept, and not all participants in the present study had data 

available from both time points.  This may account for discrepancies between class 

assignments and estimated class size.4

However, if one considered only the SSP total scores used in the estimation of the 

GMM, one might become seriously concerned that the Increasingly Intense class could 

simply reflect measurement error and regression to the mean.  According to this 

interpretation, the initially-high scores of autistic participants in the Increasingly Intense 

class, or their later scores at Time 2, might simply have reflected errors or transitory biases 

on the part of the caregivers completing the forms.  However, autistic participants in the 

Increasingly Intense class appear to have systematically differed from autistic participants in

other classes in their performance on another variable.  Although the omnibus effect of 

cognitive ability at Time 1 was not quite significant, Holm-Bonferroni-corrected follow-up 

comparisons nevertheless suggested that autistic participants in the Increasingly Intense 
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class had higher MSEL DQ scores at Time 1 than autistic participants in the other classes: 

that is, autistic participants in the Increasingly Intense class appeared to have higher levels 

of cognitive ability.  Furthermore, it should be noted that these results were obtained with a 

behavioural assessment, whereas the SSP is a caregiver-report questionnaire.  This 

difference in measure type may help to prevent biases affecting performance on one 

variable from influencing performance on the other.  Thus, an interpretation of the 

Increasingly Intense class as being solely a reflection of measurement error and regression 

to the mean appears unlikely.

It may be significant that the sensory challenges of participants in the Increasingly 

Intense class evidently worsened between approximately preschool and school age.  The 

context around autistic people governs the sensory inputs they receive (Mostafa, 2008), so 

the transition to a school environment, which may be larger, more chaotic, and more 

overwhelming than the autistic person’s home, might lead to more obvious sensory 

behaviours.  Further research may be needed to fully understand whether this is the case 

and, if so, why this transition has a stronger impact on a particular subset of autistic children

with high cognitive abilities.  While we had speculated that cognitive ability might help 

participants convey their sensory experiences to caregivers, as the cognitive ability effect in 

the present study was observed at Time 1, before sensory problems in the “Increasingly 

Intense” class worsened, another possible explanation of the “Increasingly Intense” class 

could be that high cognitive abilities helped participants to regulate their sensory behaviours

at Time 1, although increasing demands might have limited the effectiveness of such 

regulation by Time 2.

Stable Intense Class

The majority of autistic participants, however, were placed within the “Stable 

Intense” class.  Though sensory processing in this class did not change over time, 

participants in this class had highly “atypical” sensory features; the class’ intercept value 

fell within the range of SSP raw scores (141 – 38) that are considered to indicate a “Definite 
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Difference” from normal levels of sensory behaviour.  Thus, this class emphasizes the 

importance of sensory features in the ASD phenotype.

The observed effects of anxiety and adaptive behaviour can perhaps cast light on 

some of the potential implications of these highly atypical sensory features.  At Time 1, 

adaptive functioning scores of autistic participants differed across classes, and while follow-

up comparisons did not attain significance after correction, autistic participants in the Stable

Mild class appeared to have higher adaptive functioning scores than autistic participants in 

the Stable Intense class.  Moreover, at both time points, autistic participants in the Stable 

Mild class had less anxiety than their peers in the Stable Intense class.

There are at least two possible explanations for these findings.  First, it should be 

noted that all three variables – sensory behaviours, anxiety, and adaptive behaviour – 

discussed in this section were measured by caregiver-report.  It is conceivable that the 

observed effects reflect questionnaire items that do not specifically capture only a single 

construct, but that are also influenced by other constructs, perhaps due to imperfections in 

item wordings or perhaps due to halo effects.

Alternatively, the present study may – replicating findings from numerous other 

studies (e.g., Ausderau et al., 2016; Ben-Sasson et al., 2008; Tomchek et al., 2015; Uljarević 

et al., 2016) – indicate that these variables are genuinely interrelated.  It is not difficult to 

imagine plausible mechanisms for such relationships.  As noted earlier, sensory inputs are 

determined by the environment around autistic people.  Thus, autistic people with atypical 

sensory processing could have difficulties functioning in everyday environments with 

problematic sensory inputs, and these difficulties might be reflected in the lower adaptive 

functioning scores found in the Stable Intense class.  Alternatively, sensory differences 

might impact acquisition of developmental skills, lowering adaptive functioning scores.  

Anxiety, for its part, might be a natural consequence of negative sensory experiences; if an 

autistic individual frequently had negative sensory experiences, it might be entirely 

reasonable for them to anxiously anticipate that, at some point in the future, the 

problematic sensory inputs that caused their past negative experiences will recur.
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Limitations

Although the present study has a number of strengths, including its large and well-

characterized longitudinal sample, it also has limitations.  Perhaps the greatest weakness of 

this study is the limited information available for assessment of sensory processing.  

Multimodal assessment of sensory processing, rather than sole reliance upon single 

measurement types (such as the caregiver-report questionnaire used in the present study), 

has been recommended (Uljarević et al., 2017).  As noted by Grandin and Panek (2014, pp. 

81-83), caregivers do not have direct insight into the minds of their autistic children, and 

thus, results obtained on caregiver-report questionnaires may not necessarily reflect the 

true sensory experiences of an individual.  It is therefore possible that unusual or 

problematic behaviours unrelated to sensory processing could be mistaken for sensory-

related behaviours.  Furthermore, the SSP was not specifically designed for use in autism.  

Certain SSP items (e.g., “Has difficulty paying attention”) appear likely to tap into constructs

unrelated to sensory processing, especially in ASD.  Some caution should therefore be 

exercised in interpreting sensory scores.

Indeed, a second limitation of the present study is its focus on the total sensory 

score, rather than subscale scores.  While it is important to note that seemingly opposite 

sensory patterns such as hyper- and hypo-sensitivity are actually positively associated with 

another (Linke et al., 2018), and while supplementary results from the present study 

suggest that the sensory scores and trajectories of the classes obtained in the present 

analysis were not driven by particular subscales (see Table 5, Supplementary Tables 3-4), 

this does not eliminate the possibility that some participants might differ in trajectories of 

sensory behaviour across the various SSP subscales.

Finally, a third limitation of the present study is its relatively short duration.  While it 

is comparable to previous longitudinal studies of sensory processing in ASD, the present 

study contains only two measurement points, both in in early childhood, separated by a 

period of approximately three years.  This leaves vast gaps in our knowledge of the 

development of sensory processing, particularly in older individuals.    
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Implications

The present study makes a number of contributions to our knowledge regarding the 

longitudinal development of sensory processing in ASD, as well as regarding TD, which are 

relevant to professionals and clinicians.  First, the division of autistic participants into 

multiple classes emphasizes the heterogeneous nature of sensory processing in ASD.  Even 

when sensory behaviours from different subscales are collapsed into a total score, it is 

apparent that there are some autistic individuals with relatively typical sensory features and

other individuals with more unusual or problematic sensory behaviours.  This supports 

individualized assessment of sensory features and needs.

Second, the study offers further support to prior research reports suggesting that 

sensory processing is associated with adaptive functioning and anxiety.  Autistic participants

who had low scores on the SSP across both time points – indicating stable, high levels of 

unusual sensory behaviour – were reported to have higher anxiety and (non-significantly, 

after correction for multiple comparisons) lower adaptive functioning scores than other 

autistic individuals.  This emphasizes the importance of sensory features.  Although 

directionality cannot be inferred from the present study, it is possible that accommodations 

or supports for sensory features could help individuals to function in their daily 

environments and could protect against the development of anxiety.

Third, the general stability of autistic participants’ sensory behaviour scores between 

time points in the Stable Mild and Stable Intense classes appears to support previous studies

reporting little longitudinal change in overall levels of sensory features in ASD during early 

childhood (McCormick et al., 2016; Repetto et al., 2017).  This finding is complemented by 

an apparent slight decrease in “atypical” or problematic sensory behaviours in TD, which is 

again supported by past research (McCormick et al., 2016).

Finally, the present study points to the existence of a subgroup of autistic individuals 

who, despite or because of high scores on a measure of cognitive ability, appear to be at risk

for an increase in “atypical” or problematic sensory behaviours between preschool- and 

school-age years.  Further research is needed to clearly understand the meaning of this 
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subgroup, it seems quite possible that individuals in this subgroup are particularly sensitive 

to increasing environmental demands as they enter school environments.  Schools can be 

chaotic and busy, which might put increased stress on an individual’s ability to cope with 

sensory stimulation.  Thus, in times of transition, professionals and caregivers may find it 

advisable to monitor individuals for signs of increasing sensory challenges.
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Footnotes

1. In this paper, we use identity-first language (e.g., “autistic person”) to describe 

autism in preference to person-first language (e.g., “person with autism”).  This partly 

reflects our recognition that many or most, albeit not all, individuals on the autism spectrum

prefer identity-first language (Bury et al., 2020; Kenny et al., 2016).  It also reflects concern 

regarding the potential for person-first language to reflect or even encourage stigma or 

negative attitudes (see Gernsbacher, 2017; Sinclair, 2013).  Similarly, due to community 

opposition to the terms “disorder” and “condition” (Kenny et al., 2016) and concern that 

these terms reflect subjective value judgements, we have chosen to use the more neutral 

term “autism spectrum development” to describe autism.

2. In the manuscript, the subscale is described as a “visual/auditory filtering” 

subscale, but it seems reasonable to assume the authors confused the visual/auditory 

sensitivity subscale with the “auditory filtering” subscale.

3. There was a further time point between the two time points described in the 

present study, so the “Time 2” described in the present manuscript may be referred to as 

“Time 3” in some APP publications; however, no SSP data were collected at this additional 

time point.

4. Furthermore, age of diagnosis in ASD varies widely, and individuals with higher 

cognitive abilities tend to be diagnosed later (Zwaigenbaum et al., 2019).  Given the trends 

towards high levels of cognitive abilities in the Increasingly Intense class, it seems possible 

that participants in this class are likely to be diagnosed somewhat later than would permit 

them to participate at Time 1.  The idea that participants in the “Increasingly Intense” class 

might, in the real world, tend to be diagnosed later than other participants is not 

inconsistent with the present study’s finding that chronological age did not differ across 

classes.  At Time 1, participants are quite young by the standards of community-diagnosed 

autistic individuals (e.g., see Ofner et al., 2018), raising the possibility that a lack of age 

differences might reflect something of a floor effect.  Individuals who generally tend to be 
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diagnosed later would most likely simply be excluded from the present study.  Research with

samples of infant siblings followed from birth might allow for investigation of this possibility.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Information criteria (AIC, BIC, SABIC), log-likelihood, and entropy corresponding to 

successfully-fitted models.  Low values of AIC, BIC, and SABIC should be interpreted as signs 

of superior model fit, while higher values of entropy and log-likelihood suggest superior fit.  

Here, the observed BIC values suggest a two- or three-class solution, entropy suggests a 

three-class solution, AIC and SABIC imply a three- to four-class solution, and log-likelihood 

suggests a four-class solution.  Thus, the overall pattern appears to favour three classes.

Figure 2A. Total SSP score trajectories of individual participants divided by diagnostic group. 

Small round points represent individual participants’ data points and thin connecting lines 

represent linear trajectories linking these points.  Thicker points and connecting lines 

represent the intercepts and slopes estimated in the LGMs mapped onto the graph at the 

average ages of participants in each group at each time point.  (Note that time point, but not

age, was considered in the LGM and GMM analyses.)  SSP data were available from 160 

autistic (131 male) and 85 typically-developing (56 male) participants at the first time point 

and from 87 autistic (68 male) and 55 typically-developing (36 male) participants at the 

second time point.

Figure 2B. Total SSP score trajectories of individual participants divided by GMM class.  

Thicker points and connecting lines represent the estimated intercepts and slopes of the 

classes.

Figure 3A. MSEL DQ at Time 1 in autistic participants from each class.  Time 1 MSEL data 

were available from 57 autistic participants in the Stable Mild class, 114 in the Stable 

Intense class, and 6 in the Increasingly Intense class.  Hinges correspond to first and third 

quartiles (25th and 75th percentiles) and whiskers extend 1.5x the interquartile range 

outwards from the hinges, or the range of the data (whichever is smaller).
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Figure 3B. DAS GCA at Time 2 in autistic participants from each class.  Time 2 DAS data 

were available from 25 autistic participants in the Stable Mild class, 51 in the Stable Intense 

class, and 6 in the Increasingly Intense class.

Figure 4A. VABS-II composite scores at Time 1 in autistic participants from each class.  Time 

1 VABS-II data were available from 54 autistic participants in the Stable Mild class, 99 in the 

Stable Intense class, and 6 in the Increasingly Intense class.  Hinges correspond to first and 

third quartiles (25th and 75th percentiles) and whiskers extend 1.5x the interquartile range 

outwards from the hinges, or the range of the data (whichever is smaller).

Figure 4B. VABS-II composite scores at Time 2 in autistic participants from each class.  Time 

2 VABS-II data were available from 27 autistic participants in the Stable Mild class, 54 in the 

Stable Intense class, and 5 in the Increasingly Intense class.

Figure 5A. CBCL DSM-oriented anxiety T-scores at Time 1 in autistic participants from each 

class.  Time 1 CBCL data were available from 57 autistic participants in the Stable Mild class,

111 in the Stable Intense class, and 6 in the Increasingly Intense class.  Hinges correspond 

to first and third quartiles (25th and 75th percentiles) and whiskers extend 1.5x the 

interquartile range outwards from the hinges, or the range of the data (whichever is 

smaller).

Figure 5B. CBCL DSM-oriented anxiety T-scores at Time 2 in autistic participants from each 

class.  Time 2 CBCL data were available from 27 autistic participants in the Stable Mild class,

53 in the Stable Intense class, and 5 in the Increasingly Intense class.
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